I.P.S Family Celebrates 31st Annual Day with Great Pomp and Splendour
Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam- The World Is One Family.
One is a relative; the other is a stranger. For those who live magnanimously the entire world constitutes but a
family. Indore Public School celebrated its Annual Day on Sunday, 25th November 2018, with great zeal and
excitement. It was woven around the theme ‘VASUDHAIVA KUTUMBAKAM.’ Through this phenomenal
journey of the making of this event children learnt about plethora of human emotions of love, harmony,
cooperation, acceptance and mutual support.

1. # Art Exhibition Inaugurated
An Art Exhibition was inaugurated on the occasion of Annual Day in which Student’s creativity and their
talents were portrayed through the medium of art, pottery and sculpture. A Tribal Art Corner showcasing
tribal artefacts and a Seasonal Wall on the distinctive seasons of India, Australia and Sweden were also part
of the exhibition.

2. # Main Event Unfolds
The event unfolded with the lighting of the ceremonial lamp and seeking the blessings of Goddess
Saraswati, in the presence of the Chief Guests and Management Members. This entailed the bouquet
presentation and pinning of badges by Academic Coordinator along with the members of Student Council.
Chief Guests for the occasion were Mrs. & Mr. Kothari (Parents of Mahak Kothari-Topper Science StreamClass XII) and Mrs. & Mr. Agrawal (Parents of Aashi Agrawal-Topper-Commerce Stream-Class XII).
Guests of Honour were Mrs. & Mr. Thakur (Parents of Bhavya Thakur-Topper-Class X).

3. # Annual Prize Distribution
The Annual Prize Distribution function was a moment of pride and honour for all the winners and achievers
of the school. President Ar. Achal K.Choudhary appreciated the school’s overall achievements in academics
and non-academics. Thereafter, Academic Coordinator Ms. Sudha Pandey shared the progressive annual
report highlighting the achievements of the academic year 2017-18.

4. # Cultural Function-‘Season Galore’
The most awaited cultural function included Saraswati Vandana followed by mesmerizing dance
performances by the little ones. A Dance Drama on theme ‘Season Galore’ highlighting the seasonal
festivals and their celebrations in Sweden, Australia and India was presented.

5. # The World Is One Family’
Then began the hour-long cultural show depicting the theme ‘The World Is One Family’, encapsulating a
plethora of activities and a gamut of emotions. The audience were enraptured to see the inspiring Drama on
the harbinger of peace Swami Vivekanand. The programme also included scintillating Unity Dance, a
spectacular Mime on Peace and Harmony anda very well synchronized Shadow Dance showcasing the
milestones in achieving Independence.The budding music talents of the school played and rendered
euphonious songs like Heal the world.

All the participants displayed poise, elegance and discipline. The event proved to be the best due to the
untiring efforts and hard work of all students and staff. The function ended with the ‘Grand Finale-AFlash
Mob by the students wherein they danced to the tunes of various songs based on the theme of the function.

